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ries heads and frames away. The fillets are carried by a second belt to the pack
aging table. The machine is very well built and should be satisfactory for filleting 
Gr'eat Lakes yellow perch. 

The price of the German filleting machine is $27,500 landed, duty paid, ex
dock United States port of entry. All machines are installed by factory-trained tech
nicians who also train the operating personnel with all details as to service and 
maintenance of the equipment. The cost for the services of such technician is $25 
a day, plus living expenses and travel expenses within the United States. 
Note. For the name of the filleting machine and the name and address of the United States distributor, write to the Bu

reau of Commercial Fisheries, U. S. Department of the Interior, Washington 25, D . C. 

LABORATORY WORK ON FROZEN SALMON STEAK STANDARD COMPLETED 

The laboratory work on the frozen salmon steak standard is essentially com
plete. This standard will be in effect by early in 1960. 

After the completion of the written standard, the U. S. Bureau of Commercial 
Fisheries carries out a grading survey to test the applicability of the standard. 
Based on the examination of 391 sample units (249 retail size units and 142 institu
tional-size units) taken from processors' warehouses the following findings were 
noted: 

(1) The average point score for the retail size units was 82 points, and for the 
institutional-size units 88 points. These data indicated that the quality of the insti
tutional-size pack was significantly better than the retail-size pack. 

(2) The principal factor contributing to the Grade "B" and "Substandard" clas
sification was flavor, primarily rancidity of the fatty portion. 

(3) The percentage glaze, free drip, and cook drip were not considered as fac
tors of quality in grading of the frozen salmon steaks inasmuch as meaningful re
lationships could not be established. 

An example of the close liaison maintained between the standards development 
and product inspection groups is demonstrated by the following: 

The control of net package weights was found to be a serious problem in t his 
survey. Our inspection personnel in following up on this problem during r 0 u t 1 n e 
checking of net weight noted that the glaze water used in glazing salmon steaks was 
occasionally at some elevated temperature at the start of the steaking operation. As 
the steaking progressed, the temperature of the glaze water was continuously lower
ed until equilibrium temperature was attained. Adjustment for glaze pickup to meet 
net weight requirements if based on the initially warmer glaze water, resulted in 
underweight as the glaze water temperature dropped, due to the greater pickUp of 
glaze at these lower temperatures. Thus, in order to control the per c e n tag e of 
glaze and thereby glaze allowance and net weight, the inspector found it necessary to 
routinely check glaze water temperature in order to protect the processor against 
excessive overweights or underweights. 


